We introduce MultiPiles, a visualization to explore time-series of dense, weighted networks. MultiPiles is based on the physical analogy of piling adjacency matrices, each one representing a single temporal snapshot. Common interfaces for visualizing dynamic networks use techniques such as: flipping/animation; small multiples; or summary views in isolation. Our proposed 'piling' metaphor presents a hybrid of these techniques, leveraging each one's advantages, as well as offering the ability to scale to networks with hundreds of temporal snapshots. While the MultiPiles technique is applicable to many domains, our prototype was initially designed to help neuroscientists investigate changes in brain connectivity networks over several hundred snapshots. The piling metaphor and associated interaction and visual encodings allowed neuroscientists to explore their data, prior to a statistical analysis. They detected high-level temporal patterns in individual networks and this helped them to formulate and reject several hypotheses.
Introduction
The human brain is an example of a highlyconnected, dynamically-reconfiguring, weighted network [Spo11, DLBDS * 06]. Activity in individual brain regions over time is obtained through functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and the correlation of activity between regions yields a measure for functional connectivity. The characterization of changes and temporal states in these functional brain networks is an open research challenge [BMZ * 10]. It is hoped that such characterization can support neuroscientists researching neuro-degenerative diseases such as Alzheimer's or Parkinson's disease [HWA * 13].
Other networks of the same type can be found in a variety of natural phenomena such as migration and trade between countries, social and transportation networks, as well as food webs and network traffic. While statistical models are widely employed to quantify and analyze such networks [LSS13] , visualization is crucial for exploration as well as discussion and communication of findings. Furthermore, data contains uncertainty and the choice of a particular statistic requires a good overview of the data. Currently, there is no visualization that scales to the required number of time steps and connection density while simultaneously showing the evolution of topological patterns in states and over time.
To address these problems, we introduce MultiPiles, a visual tool for the exploration of changes in dense and weighted networks with a sequence of hundreds of temporal samples (snapshots). The technique introduces a 'piling' Time State Figure 2 : Fuzzy states in brain activity. [RHVA08] metaphor to a small multiples display of matrix time series, i.e. MultiPiles is based on the physical analogy of interactively piling adjacency matrices, each one representing a snapshot in the network (Figure 1 ). Piles represent an arbitrary period of time, for example a stable state or a set of transitions between states. Thus, piling helps to organize the data and explore temporal periods, as well as visually aggregate information about the snapshots contained in each pile. While usually time is aggregated according to equidistant units (e.g., days, hours), MultiPiles allows the analyst to create piles based on change in the data. As a consequence, topological states can be quickly spotted and compared.
We implemented MultiPiles for a group of neuroscientists who investigate brain connectivity in patients with Parkinson's disease. We gathered feedback with interviews, observations and questionnaires from the scientists as they used MultiPiles to analyze their own data. The feedback shows that interactive and automatic piling helps to: gain insight into network states on different levels; describe time variant network states; and compare connectivity changes across individuals and conditions. The researchers reported that the interface is simple to use and efficiently supports formation and discussion of hypotheses in the exploration phase prior to a statistical analysis.
Section 2 describes challenges in understanding brain connectivity and Section 3 refers to related work on visualizations of dynamic networks and the piling metaphor in user interfaces. Section 4 describes MultiPiles based on a walkthrough scenario and Section 5 reports on insights and feedback from neuroscientists analysing their data with Multi-Piles.
Functional Brain Connectivity Exploration
Functional brain connectivity represents temporal correlations between the blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) signal in different regions of the brain, as they evolve over time. These correlations can be observed in subjects who are resting in the fMRI scanner, and provide crucial information on the functioning of systems in the brain. While network based methods [Spo11] are an important method for analyzing functional connectivity data, many factors pose significant challenges for such analysis. For example: (i) connectivity data is typically dense (highly connected); (ii) connection weights due to correlation between regions give only a fuzzy indication of connectivity; (iii) a patient's movements or general body functions such as heartbeat and breathing introduce noise into the data and is difficult to remove with preprocessing methods; (iv) an fMRI scan results in several hundreds of snaphots; (v) though it holds great promise, the study of dynamic functional connectivity is relatively recent and there is not yet full agreement about the correct statistical methods to analyze the data [HWA * 13].
Due to this complexity and uncertainty, neuroscientists require tools to explore the data prior to a formal statistical analysis. This can help to formulate hypotheses, reject some of them early in the analysis process, and then to iterate over the results. Thus, statistical methods need to be carefully supervised through interactive techniques. Ideally, we would like to provide rapid exploration capabilities that enable neuroscientists to take advantage of their visual perception to quickly identify patterns of interest in their data. Such a tool should also allow them to investigate if these patterns appear with statistically significant frequency in different patient groups . While several visualization tools exist for fMRI data [XWH14, fls, LWX * 14], they mostly rely on 3-dimensional brain representations and have not been designed for exploration purposes but rather to allow neuroscientists to illustrate their findings. Alper et al.
[ABHR * 13] demonstrated that visualization can have a strong potential to assist neuroscientists in performing high-level tasks on brain connectivity data. They propose a matrix encoding to compare two networks, enabling the comparison of two weighted networks, for example, pre-and post-surgery snapshots. In this paper, we tackle the problem of identifying patterns in entire dynamic networks and a large number of snapshots.
For our research in supporting neuroscientists to explore brain connectivity, we used a user-centered design methodology with T. Madhyastha and T. Grabowski, co-authors of the present paper, at the Integrated Brain Imaging Center (IBIC) at the University of Washington. After a series of four one hour interviews, we formalized the following set of tasks they would like to perform on functional connectivity network exploration. In terms of characterizing states, these tasks go beyond tasks that have previously been reported [APS14]. T1 Identify temporal states: i.e., distinct stable topological configurations indicated by a period of time with similar topological features ( Figure 2 ). In many cases, such periods can be subdivided into finer granules. T2 Identify transitions between states: i.e., periods of time where the state is changing ( Figure 2 ). T3 Characterize topological features in states and their evolution in transitions (trends, clusters, etc.). T4 Summarize functional brain connectivity to a sequence of states and transitions (identify the ordering and recurrence of states and transitions) T5 Compare states, transitions and their ordering across multiple conditions/individuals. Despite the complementariness of these techniques, most interfaces either rely on one of these techniques or integrate them in a loose way through coordinated views (e.g., [RM13, BPF14a] [BPF14b] . While Cubix implements flipping, juxtaposing and a summary view, they are independent of each other and a user can only see one a time, e.g., the juxtaposing view shows all matrices, but does not allow for aggregation. In contrast, MultiPiles focuses on a subset of views and creates hybrid views, providing: i) interaction to create and edit periods of time (piles), ii) interactive techniques to explore and filter piles, iii) visual encodings summarizing changes within piles, iv) pile-specific node ordering that can be propagated to other piles, and v) automatic piling based on the amount of change in the data.
Following Beck's et al. taxonomy [BBDW14] , MultiPiles can be categorized as Layered Matrices with a focus on networks with many snapshots (>100), where tasks involve identifying topological patterns and their recurrence. To that end, summary views summarize periods of the network, while flipping reveals subtle changes. Screen area is effectively used to show multiple juxtaposed summary views for overview and rapid comparison ( Figure 1 ).
The Piling Metaphor
The piling metaphor has been used to organize documents in virtual desktop environments [MSW92], similar to documents on physical desktops. Users could manipulate and browse these piles as well as organize documents into piles depending on the documents' attributes. Users appreciated that metaphor and the ability to group object spatially, while memorizing their piles. BumpTop [AB06] adds interaction techniques and physical behaviour to piles of documents, when manipulated on a tabletop display. The operations include lasso selection, fanning-out, and sorting piles.
While MultiPiles also provides interaction to create and explore piles, the purpose of a pile is to reduce visual complexity of the data. A pile is meant to visually aggregate selections of information rather than just organizing objects. Recently, Sadana et al.
[SMDS14] proposed a technique that superposes representations of sets to compare which elements are common across sets. Their MultiLayers are formed by direct manipulation using drag and drop. Mul-tiLayers are similar to our piles, however we do not use piles for set logical comparison, but as organizational structure, visual aggregation, and to detect changes over time.
MultiPiles
While designing MultiPiles, we faced the following questions: 1) What is the set of interactions required for navigation, exploration and pile management? 2) Which visual encodings are possible and useful? and 3) How can we create piles automatically, based on changes in the data? In this section, we describe our design rationale for the questions above and illustrate the set of features offered by MultiPiles via a scenario in which a neuroscientist explores functional brain connectivity data extracted from an fMRI scan. We give examples of patterns found with the system, and show how MultiPiles supports the tasks listed in the end of Section 2. For the sake of simplicity and space in this article, we used an example network of 29 nodes evolving only 95 time points, out of 300.
After loading a network, MultiPiles shows all matrices as small multiples ( Figure 3 ). The overview gives an idea about the different periods in the network. MultiPiles' interface consists of three main components that we present below: the piles plot (d), the piling slider (b) and the timeline (c). A menu bar allows for saving and retrieving a user's sessions and applying operations to all piles (a). While the piling metaphor can potentially support any visualization including node-link diagrams [BBL12, BW14], we selected matrices in this article for three reasons: i) no visual clutter for dense networks (such as brain connectivity networks), ii) efficient encoding of edge weight [ABHR * 13] with the ability to use temporal glyphs (e.g., [BN11] ), and iii) easier visual comparison of topological patterns.
Piles
Our fictional neuroscientist, Emma, is going to explore this data attempting to complete tasks described earlier. Many of the matrices in Figure 3 look similar to each other, potentially indicating states of the network. To create piles of similar matrices, Emma adjusts the piling slider to 8 as shown in Figure 4 , resulting in 8 piles calculated by our temporal cluster heuristic (see Section 4.2). These are 8 temporal periods in the network (T1), where matrices are most similar, i.e., the mutual euclidean distance between matrices of a pile is below a given threshold. The temporal order of matrices is always preserved to identify sub states and transitions.
The adjacency matrix "top-most" on each pile is called cover matrix and summarizes the snapshots in that pile. For example, cover matrices in Figure 4 show the mean value for any connection in the period represented by the pile; darker values indicate a higher mean weight (strong correlation between regions). Immediately above the cover matrix matrix previews summarize the content of the pile. Similar to the edge of a book, a preview represents one matrix inside the pile as a horizontal bar in which gray values indicate nodedegree for every node. Stacking matrix previews above each pile is in accordance with the metaphor of piling and enables quick pile size comparison. We tried stacking matrix previews on the right hand side of each pile, which is consistent with the direction of time, but we found that option harder to navigate and compare piles.
The automatic clustering creates homogeneous piles that can be interpreted as stable periods of the network. However, Emma can manually create or split piles according to other semantics. For example, she may decide to create piles according to tasks the subject was performing during the scan. As Emma looks at these piles, she notices that states represented in Figure 4 all exhibit a different topology (T5). Four of these piles are rather dense (piles 1,2,5,7) while others are sparser and exhibit clusters (4, 6). Pile 2 represents the longest state (largest pile) and Emma notes that dense states seem to generally last longer in this data. Piles 4, 8, and possibly 6 look very similar, which may indicate a recurring state in functional brain connectivity for this individual (T4).
Piling Time
The timeline ( Figure 5 ) complements the piles plot by providing visual clues about changes in the network. This compact overview can serve to manually segment the network into a sequence of piles. We describe its encoding and interactions below
The timeline is a heatmap presenting a summary of every node's connectivity over time, but other centrality metrics and node attributes are applicable. Each node in the network is encoded as a row and each snapshot as a column. Thus, a single cell at row i and column t encodes the weighted degree of the i th node at the t th time step. This visual encoding is the same as used in the matrix previews of the piles. Thus, from left to right, a row in the timeline shows the evolution of connectivity of one specific node to all other nodes. Figure 6 shows a detail from the timeline in Figure 5 where one can identify that the brain region labeled SALLFIC is strongly connected to others only sporadically while region SALRFIC † is connected through most of the timespan. Vertical columns of the timeline summarize the degree of all nodes at a given time. Thus, it is possible to identify changes in the grayscale of series of vertical columns. For example, Figure 5 (a) shows periods of higher connectivity (dark columns) alternating with periods of lower connectivity (bright columns).
Using the piling slider (Figure 4, right) , Emma can adapt the distance threshold that is used to create piles. As illustrated in Figure 7 , a high threshold increases the level of aggregation and results in fewer piles, each one containing many matrices on average. Likewise, decreasing this threshold results in more and smaller piles (fewer matrices per pile), but with a higher similarity within each pile. Our hierarchical clustering is similar to [vWvS99] . Shown in Figure  5 (a), Emma first creates a single pile, containing all matrices. Then she adjusts the piling slider down to split that large pile into smaller piles, indicated by vertical white lines in the timeline (Figure 5(b) ). These piles are the same as shown in • Sequential piling considers only distances between adjacent snaphots t i and t i+1 and yields piles where maximal distance between adjacent matrices is less than p. If d < p, t i+1 is added to the pile of t i . If d ≥ p, a separate pile for t i+1 is created. • Clustered piling considers distances between all matrices and yields piles where distances between all contained matrices are below the threshold p, i.e., for a set T of sequential snapshots {t i ,t i+1 ,t i+2 , ...}, T becomes a pile, if d < p for all pairs of snaphots in T . Clustered piling is more restrictive and therefore highlights coherent states with little change.
Exploring Piles
The timeline view and the piles plot are coordinated by brushing-and-linking. Hovering over any column in the timeline brings the corresponding matrix to the top of its pile. That is, the cover matrix summarizing the pile is replaced by the actual matrix at the selected time step. Using this interaction over the timeline allows Emma to quickly browse through all matrices in the piles plot.
For detailed browsing of matrices within a pile, Emma can interact with the pile directly. Hovering a pile/matrix while pressing shift shows node labels. Hovering over the horizontal lines above the pile (i.e., the matrix previews) flips through matrices within the pile and highlights the corresponding column in the timeline (Figure 8 ). Flipping gives an impression of the trend in connectivity, e.g. stable connections or emerging clusters (T2). Moreover, it can reveal when a pile is not as homogeneous as expected and may require further splitting. For example, see Figure 8 , Emma observes that between snapshots 59 and 61, the network changes faster than in the rest of the pile and she decides to split the pile (Section 4.4).
Emma now wishes to further explore how connections change within each pile to see which nodes are involved in patterns and compare these patterns between piles. Cover matrices convey the network topology present in an entire pile via four visual representations described below and illustrated in Figure 9 . These options can be changed interactively via the pile contextual menu that appears on every pile on mouse over. • Mean-Each cell in the cover matrix is shaded based on the mean of the values for that cell in all the matrices in the pile. The pile in Figure 9 (a) shows two strong clusters during that time. Cover matrices showing the mean values use a light blue shading, in order to differentiate them from an individual matrix (black). • Trend-A blue cell indicates a decrease in strength for that correlation within the time period of the pile, red means increase (i.e., linear regression). The same pile shows two different sets of regions, one that increase connectivity, and one that decreases (Figure 9(b) ). • Variation-The variation cover matrix shows the standard deviation for each connection. Its standard color is dark green to distinguish it from other cover matrices.
Darker cells indicate higher deviation. Figure 9 (c) shows that one node's connectivity varies more than others. • Bar Charts-While the previous three methods aggregate data, we provide one example of a method that nests timelines in each matrix cell, similar to glyphs [YEL10, BN11]. Figure 9(d) shows a detail from a pile and shows a bar chart in each cell that represents the connection strength at any time point (from left to right).
Interactive Piling
Automatic pile aggregation is an easy way for users to get a first overview. Browsing piles and observing cover matrices allows for quick exploration. However, automatic piling relies on a specific distance metric that may be sensitive to noise, and that users must understand and interpret. Introducing a "human in the loop" can alleviate these caveats. For example, the human can spot an outlier causing the algorithm to split a pile in two and decide to ignore this noise in a subsequent analysis.
Thus, MultiPiles provides a set of operations, summarized and explained in Figure 10 , to allow for the interactive creation and exploration of piles, using the timeline or the piles plot. These operations are designed to support two major strategies, summarized in Figure 1 : i) gain a quick overview over all time steps arranged as small multiples, then gradually create piles by grouping similar matrices together (bottom-up), or ii) start from a single pile and, while flipping through the matrices, split it into smaller piles when specific changes occur (top-down).
Automatic and interactive piling are designed to work in concert. However, while interactive piling can serve to adjust the automatic piling, adjusting the piling slider after a manual piling has been performed will replace all current piles by the calculated piles (see Figure 7) . To avoid losing potentially precious piling adjustments, MultiPiles provides a history tracking mechanism allowing users to undo any operation performed. A user's current piling can also be saved on the local machine for later recovery, as well as exported as plain text to be recorded, loaded on a different machine, or send to a collaborator.
Finding States in Individual Regions
While automatic piling takes into account all regions and connections equally, with manual piling Emma is able to pay attention to particular brain regions and subnetworks. For example, she wants to create piles according to the activity in a single region which she knows is involved in a particular cognitive task. She wants to know (a) when is this region active?, (b) which other regions have similar patterns of activity?, and (c) which topologies are present during the region's active periods?.
Below is an example workflow to answer these questions:
(1) Emma creates a single pile using the piling slider, (2) she clicks on the label of the required region in the timeline and obtains the upper picture in Figure 11 . The timeline no-longer shows node degree in rows, but the connection strength between the selected brain region to all other regions in the network; the picture shows how much the selected region is correlated with which other region and when. The selected region is strongly correlated to other regions at various times. (3) Emma can create piles interactively on the timeline (Section 4.4), or if she moves the piling slider, the automatic piling only takes into account the states • Split pile (3)-Flipping through a pile helps perceive suble changes and the user can split the pile at this time point by a simple click on the matrix preview on the pile or the corresponding column in the timeline (similar to the cutting operation in video editing software). The new pile, containing the selected matrix and successors, is inserted to the right of the current pile using an animated transition.
• Combine (4)-Two piles are combined if, in the timeline, the user clicks on the first time step that belongs to the second pile, i.e. the snaphot to the right of any white bar. On the piles plot, clicking on the gap after a pile, piles both previous piles.
• Pile (5)-Lasso over a sequence of matrices or piles merges them into a single pile. Alternatively, the user can click in between two matrices which piles all matrices between the gap and the last pile.
• De-pile (6)-All a pile's matrices are released if the user double clicks on a pile.
• Flip-through (7)-Mousing over the matrix previews as illustrated in Figure 8 shows each individual matrix.
• Pile preview (8)-Comparing patterns in the first and last matrix of the piles for example may prove difficult without actually splitting the pile. MultiPiles supports a temporarily depiled mode activated by a simple click on the cover matrix. This places all matrices contained in the pile side-by-side, as small multiples. Clicking on any of these matrices restores the initial pile.
• Zoom (9) and Pan (10)-Matrices can be zoomed and panned to show a set of node-pairs and their relations only. Pan works by dragging on the mouse, zoom with the mouse wheel on the matrix. In both cases, Shift must be held.
• Cover Matrices (11)-Cover matrices are switched through the pile contextual menu (individualy for each pile), or by buttons in the interface (for all piles).
• Order (12)-Applies different row and column orderings to matrices in a pile, available through the pile contextual menu.
• Propagate (13)-Propagates the exact order of rows and columns from one pile, to all other piles. present in the selected node. (4) On the piles plot, Emma can now switch to a different cover matrix type (e.g., variation) and see whether states identified for the selected region match states of the entire network (Figure 12(a) ). Low variance shows where general connectivity is correlated with the states identified for the selected region, high variance shows where the general connectivity is not correlated.
Emma can further use the timeline to compare correlation across two regions by moving the mouse over the node labels and flip through the nodes. The lower timeline in Figure  11 shows a different brain region and its correlations. These figures reveal periods where both regions are asynchonous (a), synchonous (c), and inverted (b), i.e., one region is generally active, while another one is inactive. Yet, both regions are correlated to the same subset of regions during the same period (d).
Identifying Subnetworks
A set of regions and their connectivity is called a subnetwork. Subnetworks can describe anatomically close regions (e.g., regions in the same cortex), regions responsible for the same task, or clusters of regions that are connected by a high correlation.
In our scenario, Emma is interested in the regions of a certain cortex, which all start with the letters DAN. From the 6 top most rows in Figure 5 (a) she sees that those regions are generally active during the entire period of the fMRI scan, with some certain drops in activity around the middle of the scan. She wants to have a closer look on those regions and how they are connected over time (T3). She selects the regions from the cortex in the timeline by dragging over them with the mouse. Piles and matrices in the piles plot get filtered and show only the selected regions. Likewise, any automatic piling will now take only the selected regions into account, based on the matrices shown on the piles plot. Figure 12 shows the matrices for the selected regions only, after an automatic piling. Emma decides to show variation and then trends in the cover matrix, which shows alternating phases of activity. To investigate regions currently filtered, Emma pans inside the matrix, by pressing shift while dragging inside the matrix.
Node Ordering in Matrices
By default, all matrices and piles have the same ordering of nodes. Emma already provided an ordering with the data, a grouping of brain regions into higher level cortices. This ordering helps her to preserve some characteristics about her data. If no such ordering is given, or if the given ordering does not show any patterns of interest, MultiPiles can calculate a global ordering which tries to be find a topological clustering across all matrices. Yet, this ordering may not be optimal for any individual matrix or pile (Figure 13(a) ). After having observed one subnetwork, Emma wants to better understand how different subnetworks are connected; especially, the similarity between states 4 and 8 in Figure 4 . In the pile menu, she clicks on the command for "Local Ordering" which tries to optimize the ordering for all matrices in this pile. Figures 13(b) shows pile 4 with its optimal node ordering. Any pile can be ordered locally to spot individual patterns, but it is then impossible to compare the topologies across piles (See Figures 13(b) and 13(c)). To compare pile 4 and 8, she selects 'Propagate Ordering' from the pile menu for pile 4 ( figure 13(d) ). Node ordering is now the same in both piles and she immediately sees which regions differ from the two main clusters.
Evaluation
During the six months design and iterative implementation of MultiPiles, we had regular sessions for feedback and discussion with our two co-author neuroscientists to refine the prototype. After we converged towards a working prototype, we performed a 1.5 hour session of collaborative analysis with Multiples using functional brain connectivity data from one of their studies on Parkinson's disease. Our collaborators then used the tool for several days in close collaboration with us and in conjunction with statistical packages to pursue their exploration.
Collaborative Analysis
The collaborative analysis sessions involved guided use of MultiPiles with data from one of their current studies. It only took a few interactions to investigate if a given network exhibited states and whether these states tend to reoccur during the scan. Although not directly interacting herself, our collaborators quickly grasped the idea behind piling and MultiPiles and were able to instruct us which operations to perform. The series of interactions consisted in using the slider to 1) automatically create piles of matrices, 2) browse through these piles to visually assess their homogeneity, 3) split or merge piles when judged necessary, 4) re-order one of the bigger piles to exhibit a clearer pattern in the matrix and, finally 5) propagate this ordering to other piles to assess if a similar pattern would emerge in the rest of the scan as well as in the data of other individuals.
As we explored and compared data from and across several other individuals (T5), our collaborators formed (and rejected) several hypotheses. One of them pointed out that this tool would possibly save her a lot of time, explaining that probably a large majority of the hypotheses she formed on the fly would be rejected right away, early in the workflow, as compared to existing analysis pipelines. Most comments we gathered on the usefulness of the system during these sessions centered around the simple mechanisms MultiPiles offers to create states (piles) and perform an initial assessment on the plausibility of these states.
Preliminary Findings
Following this first collaborative session, the neuroscientists used MultiPiles over several days to more systematically compare 24 subjects with Parkinson's disease and 21 healthy controls. Figure 14 shows two representative networks from each group: patients on the top, controls on the bottom. Row and column ordering is the same across piles and individuals. The same piling threshold was applied to every individual.
Based on their knowledge, our collaborators hypothesized that controls would exhibit more changes in functional connectivity throughout the scan, and thus, that MultiPiles would produce a larger number of piles for controls than subjects for a given similarity threshold. Exploring different similarity thresholds using the slider, they were surprised that the number of states in both groups did not seem to differ significantly. As they browsed through the piles, however, they could identify that piles looked more homogeneous in Parkinsons' disease subject data. To support their investigation further and enable statistical analysis, we augmented MultiPiles to output a number of statistics from each piling configuration. Using a piling threshold of 5.5 (euclidean distance), determined a priori as representing a mean change of 25% in all correlations within a matrix, they identified significant differences in the piling patterns between participants with Parkinson's disease and controls. As hypothesized earlier, controls did show significant patterns in their piling, if not in their number. They had higher variability in the size of their piles as evidenced by greater standard deviation (1.71 versus 1.44, p < .001) and a larger maximum pile size (9.29 versus 8.25, p =.002). By augmenting MultiPiles with a minimal set of confirmatory features (i.e. outputting a set of measures on piles), we could support our analysts in rejecting/validating their hypotheses.
During these explorations, MultiPiles also helped our collaborators identify new hypotheses. Browsing the piling configuration of different datasets and experimenting with different pile orderings revealed a specific topological pattern, highlighted in Figure 14(a) , that seemed to occur more in Parkinson's subjects than controls. As a step towards confirming this observation, three independent coders visually compared all 45 scans and coded piles for the presence of this topological pattern. They used the exact same piling setup as described earlier and were given a reference matrix exhibiting the pattern. Statistical analysis of this coding session (t(40)=2.28,p=.027); rater ICC=.78, indicates the pattern can be identified by individual coders and that it appears more in subjects than controls. We are currently working towards distance metrics capable of characterizing such patterns. While this finding warrants further research to understand its significance, we demonstrated that MultiPiles can lead to discoveries in dense weighted dynamic networks.
Conclusion and Future Work
We presented MultiPiles, a system to visualize dense dynamic networks with changing edge weight and many snapshots. We reduce visual complexity by segmenting dynamic networks into more manageable parts (piles) and through a set of novel interactive matrix views, users are able to explore temporal states. States can refer to relatively stable periods, transitions between stable periods, or any other kind of period. MultiPiles has been tested with networks of 35 nodes and up to 300 time steps. The implementation is in WebGL and user interactions are responsive. Networks with more nodes result in larger matrices, but pan, zoom and filtering helps users to find a tradeoff between topological detail and temporal overview.
MultiPiles is used at the Integrated Brain Imaging Center at the University of Washington, allowing neuroscientists to explore their data interactively for the first time. We believe it is technically easy to integrate MultiPiles into a general workflow with better support for analytical measures. Multi-Piles is available online ‡ and is not limited to brain connectivity networks but can visualize any kind of dynamic network data such as migration and trading flows, social networks or other bio-medical networks. We believe that the piling metaphor and mechanism can be useful to other temporal data sets such as video (frames) or geo-spatial data. Figure 14 : 2 Representative scans from each group: patients (a) and controls (b). We observe the occurence of the black framed pattern across individuals.
While there is room for extending each of the techniques presented in this paper (e.g., cover matrices, direct manipulation, timeline design), we intend to focus on three major aspects of future work: i) exploring alternative automatic clustering heuristics and providing a better rendition of temporal states in dynamic networks, ii) finding appropriate ways to visualize similarity between multiple snapshots and piles, and iii) comparing multiple dynamic networks (e.g., patients) with MultiPiles.
